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The exciting adventures of a boy and his ferret
Myron J. Abrams pens children’s book about his son and his pet, ‘Chubby Wubbles’
WEST BLOOMFIELD, Mich. – "It was always fun to watch my son Jeffrey and his pet ferret
interact and play with each other whenever I visited them” explains author and father Myron J.
Abrams. “Because of the many experiences my son has had with this adorably sweet animal,
I could see an interesting story developing.” It was this inspiration that soon became Abrams’
new children’s book, “Chubby Wubbles” (published by Trafford Publishing).
“Chubby Wubbles” tells the delightful story about the friendship and adventures of a boy and
his ferret. As the story unfolds, their loneliness leads to a fateful meeting and a growing bond.
The journey together further progresses with unexpected twists and turns along the way.
“The theme of this story is about lifestyle changes and the affect they have on people and their
pets. It will teach valuable lessons about taking care of pets that depend on their human
companions for love and well being. It also shows the importance of true friendship and being
able to count on someone to be there for you whenever problems arise and you need help.
An excerpt from “Chubby Wubbles”:
Meanwhile, Chubby was having lots of fun, wandering around outside by himself.
He was getting a real chance to live outdoors and play with the other animals.
It seemed like his dreams were coming true!
As Chubby waddled down the winding path toward the pond, he noticed several
geese standing around. “Wow, look at all those big birds”, Chubby said as he got
closer. “Oh boy”! He was very excited and wanted to make new friends.
This story will keep readers entertained through the very end. Actual photos are used, which
makes it more of a real story that kids can identify with instead of a fantasy novel. Abrams
decided to write this children's book based on a true story about their adventures together.
About the Author
Abrams is currently enjoying retirement after working for Ford Motor Company for 40 years.
His son decided to take a job on a cruise ship a few years ago because he wanted to do some
traveling. Abrams took care of “Chubby” since he had plenty of free time to spend with him. He
couldn’t bear the thought of having to give Jeffrey’s lovable pet ferret to someone else. Abrams
other interests include collecting memorabilia, gardening, home improvement, and world travel.
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